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The development of the Redstone missile system presented new problems 

to artillerymen. In cannon artillery, it had been the practice to train a unit with 

the use of actual equipment and to explain nomenclature operation with 

cutaway models. However, the Redstone missile's precision-built components 

could not stand the stress of everyday operation without damage and missile 

malfunction. To have cutaway models built or to have units learn by shooting 

was economically unfeasible. So, Department of the Army issued directives 

that no tactical missile would be used for training purposes, except at the US 

Army Artillery and Missile School, Fort Sill, Oklahoma, and at the Ordnance 

Guided Missile School at Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. 

Testing of the Redstone operator and maintenance personnel in their job 

proficiency also posed a problem. It was difficult to determine whether a man 

knew his duties well by having him sit by a panel reading meters and operating 

switches.

Then the Redstone trainer was designed. Initially, the trainer was 

developed to overcome the problems that proficiency testing introduced; the 

trainer enabled the operation of the entire Redstone fire unit to be analyzed. 

Soon, it was discovered that the Redstone trainer could also be used for 

training the Redstone operators and maintenance men—eliminating the risk of 

damaging a tactical missile. The trainer is produced at a fraction of the price of 

the tactical missile. 

All the actual tactical equipment except the missile is used with the 

Redstone trainer, which allows a complete prefiring sequence to be 

accomplished when the trainer is inserted into the tactical system. Facilities for 

the mating, erecting, checkout, and propellant loading operations have been 

provided which are as realistic as possible. No provisions are made to train 

ordnance personnel in pre-issue checkout procedures. 

BASIC ITEMS IN THE TRAINER SYSTEM

The basic items (fig 30) in the trainer system are a training missile, 

trainer test station, two junction boxes, a dummy load box, a dummy relay box, 

and necessary cables. Radios are provided for use by umpires if desired. 

The trainer test station can be considered the headquarters for 

training operations. All operations are monitored and recorded at the test 

station by a Clary data printer; the printer prints code numbers showing 

the times when various switches were thrown and whether 
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Figure 30. The Redstone trainer system.

these operations were in error. The circuitry within this station can be modified 

to reflect changes in operation, so that the latest procedure may be used as a 

basis for evaluation. A magnetic tape recorder records all telephone 

conversations in the tactical net and umpires radio conversations. Thus, the unit 

commander has an excellent opportunity to review the entire operation and to 

eliminate failures or weak points in planning future training. 

The trainer test station can also generate signals into the system and 

cause various meters and indicator lamps to operate as though a tactical missile 

were being used. Wrong indications can be made to appear so that operators 

will have a chance to recognize them. In addition, actual malfunctions can be 

set into the system, enabling maintenance personnel to use schematic and test 

equipment in tracing the trouble to its source. 

The two junction boxes channel the electrical signals to the correct places. 

Junction box 1 directs signals going to the missile into the trainer test station. 

Junction box 2 permits the signals generated by the trainer test station to be 

inserted in the overall system. 

TRAINER MISSILE IS A REALISTIC COPY

The trainer missile is a realistic copy of the actual tactical round so 

that maximum benefit may be obtained in training. The components of the 

trainer missile are of identical size and shape and are located as 
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Figures 31, 32, and 33. The upper left photo shows the Redstone trainer 

missile in the pre-erection position. Lower left, the trainer missile is in 

the process of being erected. Right, the missile trainer in the erected 

position.

nearly as possible in the same position as their counterparts in the tactical 

missile. All cables, plugs, and electrical connections are numbered the same. 

The trainer missile can be separated into three units and be transported exactly 

like the tactical round. 

However, there are some differences between the two missiles. Although 

the positions of the center of gravity are the same, the weight of the trainer 

missile is about one-third that of the tactical missile. Actual components, such 

as valves and relays, are used where needed; otherwise, functional dummy 

components are installed which emit realistic sounds during checkout 

procedure. The entire trainer missile skin and framework is made of aluminum 

and is riveted rather than welded. The air systems of the two missiles are 

almost identical, but the trainer has aluminum airlines instead of steel and 

operates on a pressure of 1,000 pounds per square inch (psi) instead of 3,000 

psi. 

Training in propellant loading is done by using a few procedures peculiar 

to the trainer. There is no alcohol tank on the missile. Training in alcohol 

loading is accomplished by the use of a return line from the alcohol fill valve to 

the alcohol trailer, so that the fuel is pumped back into the trailer. A small 

belt-type liquid oxygen (LOX) tank in the trainer missile has a 250-gallon 

capacity. All necessary liquid oxygen connections are present to allow 

precooling, LOX loading, and replenishing (fig 34).
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Figure 34. The LOX loading operation of the Redstone trainer missile.

A hydrogen peroxide tank is aboard the missile but because ordinary 

water would contaminate the tactical ground equipment, demineralized water is 

used.

The Redstone trainer enables training to be conducted in two unrelated 

areas at the same time. The missile and launcher can be disconnected from the 

system electrically and the dummy load box installed in their place. The 

dummy load box causes the same panel indications to appear as if the missile 

was connected. Thus, for example, training in electrical checkout and missile 

mating can be conducted simultaneously. In this way, the unit commander can 

insure that his personnel are being trained in a minimum of time. 

The current authorization for the Redstone trainer is one per Redstone 

group. The trainer is allocated to the group's ordnance company, but the group 

commander uses it as he sees fit. The trainer is made by Aircraft Armaments, 

Inc., Cockeysville, Maryland. 

REDSTONE SYSTEM TRAINERS

To show the functioning of the missile electrical and mechanical 

components more graphically, two system trainers in use at the US Army 

Artillery and Missile School—one for the propulsion system and 
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one for the guidance and control system—are mounted on panels so that the 

overall functioning of the system can be readily seen. All the advantages of a 

cutaway model are there—perhaps even more—since the system layout shows 

all components with little difficulty. Both system trainers are designed for the 

latest tactical missile. 

The propulsion system trainer consists of four carts (fig 35) and two 

consoles. The complete missile propulsion system is on three of these carts. 

The airlines and valves found on the ground-support equipment are on the 

fourth cart. 

Figure 35. The four carts in the propulsion system trainer. Cart 1 

shows the items in the guidance unit. Cart 2 shows items of the thrust 

unit (e.g., propellant tanks). Cart 3 pictures items in the tail section of 

the thrust unit (e.g., turbine, motor). Cart 4 shows exterior items on the 

launcher.

One console represents the propulsion panel in the missile test station, 

and the other is a malfunction panel for training purposes (fig 36). 
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Figure 36. The left console is the propulsion panel found in the test 

station truck of the propulsion system trainer. The right console is the 

malfunction panel.

Figure 37. The four panels shown represent the four panels in the 

missile test station of the guidance and control system trainer.
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Figure 38. The guidance system aboard the missile is represented by 

the above panels of the guidance and control system trainer. The 

actuator panel is not shown.

All valves used in this system trainer are actual components, but the 

airlines are of stainless steel and the propellant tanks and rocket motor are 

mockups. A complete firing sequence which shows the operation of all 

propulsion components can be performed. Malfunctions can be inserted, and 

training in troubleshooting procedures can be given. The various valves and 

airlines can actually be seen. In this way excellent training on the propulsion 

system can be given prior to working with an actual missile. 

The guidance and control system trainer is similar to the propulsion 

system trainer in layout. Four panels (fig 37) represent the panels in the missile 

test station, and eight panels represent the guidance and control system (fig 38) 

aboard the missile. 

The guidance and control system is drawn schematically on eight panels, 

and actual electronic components are exposed to view where appropriate. Then, 

for an example, the operation of the range accelerometer and ball and disk 

integrator can be easily seen and the functioning of these components can be 

better understood. In addition, test points are provided and malfunction 

switches are located behind each panel to enable troubleshooting operations to 

be performed. 

By use of the Redstone training devices in the School and the field, the 

Redstone unit commander can be assured that his unit is adequately trained to 

render effective fire support. 

———— ————
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